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For PROS!           

All-round scarifying with the robust surface cleaner for small and 
medium surfaces 

               
Cleaning factory floors    RT-2500-EL 

    RT-2500-B Roughening ramps, 
walks, loading docks 

Cutting slip grooves on 
roads, dairies, and 
concrete surfaces  RT-2500-D 

       Preparing surfaces for 
new coatings       

       
       

Grinding away asphalt, 
concrete bumps, uneven 
surfaces

Removing traffic lines, 
old coatings , caked oil 
and grease, old carpet 
backing, asphalt tile or 
other build-up 

       Removing rust, scale 
and mille 

Removing laitance, roof 
chippings

           
       

Preparing swimming 
pools and tennis courts 

           

Features
      

Light weight, rugged constr. 
Precision depth control wheel 
Quick lift-of and quick-set lever 
Front carry bar-edger available 
Variety of cutters, flails, brushes
Vacuum connection, dust free 
Adjustable handle proven 
durability
High versatility 
Easy handling 

               
               
               
               

The dust connection allows an almost dust free and 
environmental friendly operation.      
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Cleaning  Factory floors        
               

Roughening Ramps, walks, loading docks      
               

Preparing  Surfaces for new coatings      
               

Grinding away Asphalt, concrete bumps, uneven surfaces     
               

Cutting  Anti-slip grooves on roads, dairies, and concrete surfaces   
               

Removing
    
    

Traffic lines, old coatings, caked oil and grease, old carpet backing, asphalt 
tile or other build-up. Removing laitance, roof chippings. Removing rust, 
scale, mill scale 

               
Prepare  Swimming pools, tennis courts      

               
               
               
 HMT-8.55/25 Milling Cutter   HMT-8.55/20 Milling Cutter   

With 8 tungsten points for 
scarifying, milling and removing 
of concrete surfaces. Grooving of 
concrete and asphalt. Cleaning. 

With 8 tungsten points for 
scarifying, milling and removing 
of concrete surfaces. Grooving of 
concrete and asphalt. Cleaning. 

               
STR-4 Steel Cutter ET-4 Star Cutter 

With lots of points for the very 
fine finishing of the surface. For 
general cleaning, derusting, 
stripping of grease. Removing. 

For the very fine finishing of the 
surface. For general cleaning, 
derusting, stripping of grease 
and carpet adhesives. 

               
TMO-7.15 Peeling Cutter          

        
        
        

Full tungsten for removing 
thermoplastics / coldplastics on 
asphalt and concrete. Milling of 
surfaces based on thermoplasic.        

               
               
               
 SPECIFICATION*   RT-2500-EL   RT-2500-B  
               

Power Electric Motors  Gasoline Engine 

Voltage 4.0KW / 400V / 50HZ  8.0HP

Working width of drum  250 mm (10")  250 mm (10") 

Total weight  129 kg (268 lbs)  134 kg (275 lbs) 

Total height  1180 mm (46")  1180 mm (46") 

Overall width  480 mm (18")  480 mm (18") 

Overall length  1125 mm (44")  1125 mm (44") 
               
               
 * Subject to changes           


